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ABSTRACT
The Caltrans Division of Maintenance is conducting a trial evaluation of the Viking-Cives
TowPlow trailer to determine if this equipment could potentially improve the level of
service and reduce the cost of their winter snow fighting operations. This report
documents the configuration modifications and the deployment activities necessary to
deploy this equipment for Caltrans’ highway operational testing. Two TowPlow units were
purchased, adapted to operate within Caltrans guidelines, and deployed to the Kingvale
Highway Maintenance Station (HMS) for winter operation trials. This TowPlow evaluation
report focuses on the years 2016 and 2017. This report conducts a detailed analysis
based on all available information of both the benefits and limitations of utilizing TowPlow
units in Caltrans winter operations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Division of Maintenance is
conducting a trial evaluation of the Viking-Cives TowPlow trailer to determine if this
equipment could improve the level of service and reduce cost of their winter snow fighting
operations. This report documents the configuration modifications and the deployment
activities necessary to deploy this equipment in Caltrans for field crew operational testing
on the highway. Two TowPlow units were purchased, modified to operate within Caltrans
guidelines, and deployed to the Kingvale Highway Maintenance Station (HMS) for winter
operation trials.
This TowPlow evaluation report focuses on the years 2016 and 2017. This research
period generally coincides with the adaptation of the second TowPlow (TP2) unit. The
TP2 unit was purchased as a turnkey system consisting of a sander configuration
TowPlow trailer paired to a high horsepower prime mover truck. The Caltrans Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) guiding the TowPlow research program mandated that, to be
acceptable for Caltrans deployment, the TP2 needed to be reconfigured to ensure that
the axle loading would be within Caltrans’ recommended limit. On receipt of TP2, Caltrans
DoE conducted an equipment quality inspection and took weight measurements,
concluding that the fully-laden axle weight of the turnkey TP2 configuration would exceed
legal load limits for highway duty, axle manufacturer’s rating, and tire manufacturer’s
rating for maximum loading. DoE and the TAG engineered and approved modifications
to mitigate the weight issue, and the Viking-Cives subsidiary agreed to and made these
modifications to the TP2, yielding the TP2-Opt3 configuration. These modifications
succeeded in bringing the fully-laden axle weights to within legal limits when weighed
conventionally on a flat service as measured by AHMCT and independently by DoE.
However, further testing by DoE to simulate operational conditions indicated that the
Viking-Cives modified TP2-Opt3 configuration had individual axle and wheel/tire loadings
that exceed the manufacturers’ design parameters (see Appendix C). DOE indicated that
this is entirely due to a lack of suspension on the trailer which enables load sharing from
side to side and front to back, and that this is an inherent design flaw of the trailer having
the axles bolted directly to the frame. Subsequently, Caltrans DoE converted the TP2
trailer into a brine configuration in order to completely mitigate their axle loading concerns.
The DoE reconfigured TowPlow, referred to as TP2-DoE, was deployed to the Kingvale
HMS together with the TowPlow1, which previously had been similarly configured by
Caltrans DoE and henceforth designated as TP1-DoE, for operation during the 20162017 winter season.
The amount of information available during this study was limited for two reasons. First,
early in the season, the data collection units were not functioning properly. Second, the
TowPlows were not used during every storm. TP2 was first delivered to the Kingvale HMS
on approximately December 22, 2016. Based on all available information, this report
conducts a detailed analysis of both the benefits and limitations of utilizing TowPlow units
in Caltrans winter operations.
A detailed, formal cost benefit analysis could not be performed, since data collection
of the TowPlow performance under normal Caltrans operating conditions was nonexistent. Several other state DOTs have successfully integrated TowPlow equipment into
their winter highway maintenance programs. The publicized TowPlow cost savings and
10

level of service benefits are mainly established on the basis of comparing snowplow
trucks that nominally clear a single lane to TowPlow truck-trailer combinations that
nominally clear two lanes (see e.g. pg. 57 of [1]). The obvious conclusion is that the
TowPlow saves the cost of operating an additional snowplow truck and driver. This narrow
methodology fails to take into consideration operations using snowplow trucks with
multiple plows, as is the case with Caltrans, which operates a large fleet of wing plow
trucks.
This report analyzes a TowPlow vs. Caltrans wing plow clearing path comparison, the
result being that the TowPlow only nominally clears up to an additional one quarter of a
lane path. An analysis of Caltrans snowplowing pack configurations for multiple-lane
highways is also presented, evaluating the most efficient application of Caltrans
snowplowing equipment to clear two- and three-lane highways. The results show that the
additional path clearing capability of the TowPlow only becomes useful on three-lane per
direction highways. Furthermore, since the Caltrans TowPlow units lack a sanding
capability, this will require the inclusion of an additional trailing sanding truck in
operations. Therefore, the deployment of TowPlow equipment seemingly increases
snowplowing echelon vehicle count and cost for prevailing Caltrans snow fighting
operations based on Caltrans maintenance personnel interviews.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
Problem
The clearing of snow and ice from California’s roadways is an essential task that costs
the state approximately $25 million annually, of which about $20 million is spent on the
Sierra Nevada mountains section of the Interstate 80 (I-80) corridor. The operations on
multi-lane roadways typically involve numerous snowplows in an echelon configuration to
allow clearing of the entire road width. Alternatively, a smaller number of snowplows will
be required to make multiple passes over a section of roadway to ensure that it is fully
cleared of snow. The California Department of Transportation (DOT) (Caltrans) would like
to research and implement more effective ways for clearing snow and ice from highways
while at the same time increasing the safety of Caltrans workers and the traveling public.

Background
The TowPlow is a snowplow trailer that extends the snow clearing reach of standard
snowplow trucks. Sold exclusively by Viking-Cives, Inc., the TowPlow consists of a
steerable tandem axle trailer with a 26-foot long snowplow moldboard mounted along one
side. The TowPlow is designed to be hydraulically steered out to a maximum of
30 degrees and clear an adjacent full traffic lane. The term “prime mover truck” in this
report refers to a truck specifically configured to operate and control a TowPlow trailer.
When used in combination with a 12-foot-wide truck head plow, a TowPlow system can
clear two nominal traffic lanes in a single pass. In operation, the required TowPlow
moldboard plow force needed to overcome the snow load is generated solely by the
tandem axle lateral steering force. Therefore, it is essential to maximize TowPlow tire
traction to achieve effective snow clearing capabilities.
The Advanced Highway Maintenance and Construction Technology (AHMCT)
Research Center at the University of California, Davis was tasked to purchase and deploy
two TowPlow trailer units for evaluation purposes beginning in 2012. The original scope
of the Caltrans DRISI TowPlow research project focused solely on the procurement and
evaluation of the two TowPlow trailers based on the assumption that existing snowplow
trucks in their fleet could be paired in a straightforward way with TowPlow trailers and put
into service. To test this assumption, AHMCT adopted an iterative development approach
and procured one TowPlow trailer based on Caltrans Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
specifications, with the intent of augmenting the specifications of the second unit with
information gained from the initial research. The first TowPlow purchased, referred to
hereafter as TP1, was to be configured with a brine surface treatment system and married
to an existing, slightly modified Caltrans fleet snowplow truck. Caltrans deployed the TP1
system early in 2013 for winter operation testing.
TowPlow trailers are not self-contained systems. Their function is more analogous to
equipment attachments. Consequently, major modifications to the TP1 system were
necessary to enable it to function connected to a Caltrans fleet standard configuration
snowplow truck. The primary obstacle that needed to be overcome was the incompatibility
12

of the two fundamentally different hydraulic systems. Several methods of adapting the
TowPlow to a Caltrans fleet snowplow truck proved to be ineffective. As a result, the
Caltrans TAG expanded the scope of the TowPlow research project to include the
specification and procurement of a complete turnkey sander system for the second
TowPlow similar to successful systems in use by other state DOTs. The term “turnkey” in
this report refers to the purchase of customized equipment from a manufacturer which is
fully functional when delivered for Caltrans Maintenance use without any further
alterations required to either the TowPlow trailer or the prime mover truck. The second
TowPlow, configured as a turnkey system, was procured at the end of 2015 and is
hereafter referred to as TP2. A detailed evaluation report describing the procurement,
development, and deployment of TP1 and the specification and procurement of TP2 is
available from Caltrans DRISI [2].

Objectives
This research continues a prior research task [2] where two TowPlow trailers and a
550 hp truck were purchased in order to evaluate their performance in Caltrans snow
removal operations. The evaluation was not completed under the prior task due to mild
winters and modifications that were needed for both TowPlows and the 550 hp truck to
meet loading requirements for use on California’s highways. The objective of the current
research was to complete the evaluation on the TowPlow and 550 hp truck combination
(collectively referred to as TowPlow2 or TP2) and continue documentation of research
not included in the previous report, which used an information cutoff date of June 30,
2015.

Figure 1: Nevada DOT TowPlow in Reno, NV

Scope
The scope of this research evaluation report ranges from an engineering analysis of
the various TowPlow development configurations to the overall, general benefits of this
technology as viewed from a Caltrans-specific application perspective. The scope also
includes observation and tracking of both TowPlow trial units when deployed in Caltrans
winter highway operations.
13

The research methodology included:
•

Observation of TowPlow use and test participation

•

TowPlow engineering evaluation, including cost benefit analysis

•

Documentation and Project Management

The key deliverables of the project include:
•

Field performance data and operator surveys for the TowPlow systems

•

Identification of best practices, operational recommendations, and cost benefit
analysis

The methodology was executed, and deliverables were provided as per the proposal.
The amount of information available during this study was limited for two reasons. First,
early in the season, the data collection units were not functioning properly. Second, the
TowPlows were not used during every storm. TP2 was first delivered to the Kingvale
Highway Maintenance Station (HMS) on approximately December 22, 2016. Based on all
available information, this report conducts a detailed analysis of both the benefits and
limitations of utilizing TowPlow units in Caltrans winter operations.

Caltrans DoE TowPlow Modifications
TowPlow1 Configurations
Throughout the 2013-2014 winter season, the efforts to adapt the TP1 trailer to
operate connected to a standard Caltrans fleet snowplow truck (C#7008211) and
hydraulic system ultimately failed [2]. The hydraulic system incompatibility issues could
not be fully mitigated; therefore, neither the TowPlow moldboard nor brine systems could
be effectively controlled during highway operations. In response, the Caltrans Division of
Equipment (DoE) decided to modify the Caltrans prime mover truck’s hydraulic system to
be fully compatible with the TowPlow and made some trailer modifications as well. The
TP1 trailer was transferred to the Caltrans fleet in June 2014 in order for DoE to make the
necessary modifications, as documented in Appendix I. Caltrans DoE modified the prime
mover truck and the TP1 double-tank brine trailer (C#7010259). This configuration will
henceforth be referred to as TP1-DoE. The TP1-DoE unit was placed into service in the
winter of 2014-2015 and operated out of the Truckee HMS in Caltrans District 3 for service
on I-80. The following year, the front brine tank was removed from the trailer and mounted
on the prime mover truck dump body by Caltrans DoE in an effort to reduce trailer axle
weights.
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Figure 2: Caltrans TowPlow1 Snowplowing on I-80

TowPlow2 Configurations
For the second TowPlow purchase, the Caltrans TowPlow TAG specified that a
complete turnkey system be purchased, including a prime mover truck married to a
TowPlow trailer with fully-integrated operational controls. The unit purchased was to be
similar to units already deployed by other state DOTs and was modeled on the Nevada
DOT TowPlow units. The Caltrans TAG also specified that the second TowPlow unit was
to be configured as a universal sander/brine version, providing Caltrans Maintenance with
maximum flexibility in determining their best practices during highway trials.
Consequently, the second TowPlow unit was configured with a trailer-mounted 725-gal
brine tank to support both pre-wet and direct brine application on the highway. This
configuration also included a slip-in sander insert for the truck dump body and fullyintegrated controls that would both plow snow and spread sand with pre-wet for two full
lanes. The main difference between the typical versions in use by other DOTs and the
Caltrans version was that Caltrans specified a 550-horsepower (hp) motor for the prime
mover truck which was the most powerful engine available for purchase. Engine cooling
capability was the limiting factor preventing the chassis manufacturer from providing the
full engine capability of 600 hp.
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Figure 3: TowPlow2 – Option-3 Sander Configuration
The turnkey second TowPlow unit was delivered to AHMCT in December 2014.
Equipment operational verification of TP2 began in January 2015, and soon thereafter
Caltrans DoE conducted an equipment quality inspection and took weight measurements.
Their conclusion was that the fully-laden axle weight of the turnkey TP2 configuration
would exceed legal load limits for highway duty. 1 DoE engineered modifications to
mitigate the overweight issue, along with other adaptations to make it acceptable for
Caltrans deployment. The TAG approved the third of three potential reconfiguration
options presented by DoE engineers (see Appendix A), referred to hereafter as Option3, to bring turnkey TP2 axle weights within legal limits. Caltrans then required the
manufacturer to make these changes. The Option-3 modification required the sander
insert be removed from the truck dump body, the sander hopper on the TowPlow trailer
be moved forward, and the trailer-mounted brine tank be removed. These modifications
were completed by a subsidiary of Viking-Cives, and hereafter the resulting Option-3
modified TP2 unit will be referred to as TP2-Opt3 (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
The TP2-Opt3 modifications succeeded in bringing the fully-laden axle weights to
within legal limits when weighed conventionally on a flat service as measured by AHMCT
(see Appendix B). These weights are based on a certified weight certificate of TP2-Opt3
with the trailer hopper filled flush with 2,600 lb/cu-yd of asphalt grindings. Testing was
performed to verify that the weight for a given volume of asphalt grindings was essentially
equivalent to that of the same volume of wet saturated sand. The decision was made to
fill the hopper flush with material in order to support an accurate assessment of material
volume, but it is noted that it is possible to load the hopper with additional material beyond
the flush level, which would increase the axle weight. Caltrans DoE also internally verified

1

Weight Limitation (http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/trucks/weight.html)
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that the TP2-Opt3 reconfiguration fully-laden was within legal axle weight limits when
weighed conventionally on a flat surface (see Appendix D-(a)).

Figure 4: TowPlow2 Option-3 Loading and Axle Weights
However, further testing by DoE to simulate operational conditions indicated that the
Viking-Cives modified TP2-Opt3 configuration could have individual axle loadings that
exceed the manufacturer’s design parameters (see Appendix C). DOE indicated that
2,600 lb/cu-yd is a dry sand weight. Wet sand is around 3,000 lb/cu-yd. While fresh kilndried sand out of a sand house can be 2,600 lb/cu-yd, its use is not guaranteed and the
lack of a tarp system over the sander means that moisture accumulates in the hopper
during storms. When DoE tilted the TP2-Opt3 trailer tongue up several inches with the
moldboard lifted, the weight on one of the trailer axles exceeded the Meritor FL-943 axle’s
design parameter maximum of 18,000 lb (see Appendix D-(b)). This rapid shift of weight
to one axle and unloading of the other axle is made possible by the fixed axle design used
on the TowPlow trailer. On this basis, Caltrans DoE subsequently rejected the TP2-Opt3
configuration (see Appendix C). AHMCT transmitted Caltrans’ concerns to the
manufacturer on the acceptability of the TowPlow for legal operation (see Appendix F).
After several follow-up contacts, Viking-Cives has failed to address or respond to the
issue. Consequently, Caltrans DoE decided to take possession of the TowPlow2 prime
mover truck (C#7011279) and TowPlow trailer (C#7011126) to configure it in the same
manner as the TP1-DoE with a single 1,000-gal brine tank mounted aft of the trailer axles
(see Appendix E). The resulting configuration, referred to as TP2-DoE and placed into
service in December 2016, was configured for snowplowing and direct brine application
only.
The various TowPlow configurations are shown in Figure 5. This figure should be
helpful given the number and diversity of TP1 and TP2 configurations, as well as the
varied names. Note that the original TP1 configuration included two brine tanks on the
trailer. The tops of these two tanks can be seen above the TowPlow blade near the front
and rear of the trailer.
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Figure 5: Phases of TowPlow1&2 Configurations
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CHAPTER 2:
OBSERVATION OF TOWPLOW USE AND
TEST PARTICIPATION
WINTER 2016-2017 SEASON
One of the primary tasks for this research was observation of TowPlow use and test
participation. In this task, AHMCT personnel would travel to TowPlow use locations and
participate in the implementation of appropriate test procedures from Task 2 of the earlier
project. Testing was anticipated in Caltrans’ District 3. Additionally, existing snowplowing
operations would be observed and Preco data would be collected. AHMCT worked with
the Division of Equipment to get Preco units installed. Specifically, speed of snowplowing
operations, snowplow routes, and frequency of snowplowing operations on the same
sections represented candidate comparison data. AHMCT staff would summarize the
Preco data and user-based information collected. If requested, AHMCT would also train
Caltrans operators. AHMCT would also survey Caltrans personnel. Survey questions
would be substantially the same as those posed during the previous research.
The amount of information available during this study was limited for two reasons. First,
early in the season, the data collection units were not functioning properly. Second, the
TowPlows were not used during every storm. TP2 was first delivered to the Kingvale HMS
on approximately December 22, 2016.

TowPlow Evaluation Implementation Factors
The objective of the TowPlow research and evaluation project was to first facilitate
Caltrans Maintenance’s gaining access to appropriate TowPlow equipment and then
conduct a detailed evaluation of the performance and efficiency of TowPlow equipment
in routine Caltrans snow clearing operations.
This section of the report focuses on the TowPlow evaluation effort, which was best
accomplished by directly observing and collecting data while Caltrans incorporated the
use of the TowPlow in their conventional Caltrans winter operations. Caltrans
Maintenance is often conservative in how they utilize new, innovative equipment or how
they integrate equipment within standard Caltrans operations. This is especially the case
for the snow clearing operations which involve a multitude of variables and procedures
that are fluid and pragmatic in nature. In slow times, equipment like the TowPlow can be
experimented with freely, but during times of major storm incidents, Caltrans performs in
a very intentional and efficient manner in order to meet their responsibilities. Therefore, a
strong measure of TowPlow effectiveness is: during storms do Caltrans crews seek to
deploy the TowPlow to be more effective? As such, it would be indicative that the
TowPlow is effective if Caltrans crews choose to deploy the TowPlow on their own due to
its benefits, rather than as part of their participation in a research study. How the crews
rely on equipment goes a long way in confirming the equipment’s effectiveness.
Therefore, if it is observed that the deployment of the TowPlow is avoided during major
storm incidents in favor of other equipment that work crews feel is more productive or less
19

prone to difficulties and problems, it is unlikely that the TowPlow equipment will receive
needed support regardless of any published positive cost benefit analyses from other
DOTs.
The scope of this research was for AHMCT personnel to travel to locations where both
TowPlow units were deployed and participate in the implementation of appropriate test
procedures. This testing was to occur in Caltrans District 3 at the Kingvale HMS where
existing snowplowing operations were to be observed and PreCise data collected when
available. Specifically, speed of snowplowing operations, snowplow routes, and
frequency of snowplowing operations on the same sections provide comparison data.
Earlier periods of TowPlow research and trials unfortunately coincided with three
consecutive years of drought. For the first three TowPlow winter study seasons, at least
one of the various versions of TowPlow units had been deployed and operational in the
Caltrans Kingvale area. In normal years, the Kingvale area of operation consistently
records the highest highway snowfall accumulation totals in the state, but during the first
three seasons, the area lacked the needed highway snowfall accumulations to verify the
TowPlow’s capabilities. In addition, the need to reconfigure the TowPlow impacted the
ability to provide a detailed field-based evaluation, as discussed in the previous report [2].
This lack of adequate snowfall delayed progress in conducting a thorough evaluation of
the TowPlow capabilities in ordinary Caltrans snowplowing operations. The lack of
adequate snowfall in which to use the TowPlow consequently precluded any meaningful
TowPlow performance data from being collected during the previous winter test seasons.
The winter of 2016-2017 proved to be an above average snowfall year. TP1-DoE had
remained at the Kingvale HMS since the 2015-2016 winter season. DoE also deployed
TP2-DoE system to the Kingvale HMS sometime in late December 2016. The objective
was to replace TP1-DoE, which was expected to be moved and redeployed in Caltrans
District 2. Due to scheduling issues, the TP2-DoE unit was deployed fully operational at
the Kingvale HMS without verifying that the data logging equipment mounted in the both
prime mover truck cabs was functioning.

TowPlow Deployment Telemetry
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) is a means of using Global Positioning System
(GPS) data to track fleet vehicles in real-time. An AVL device records the geographic
location, vehicle speed, and activity inputs, and then transmits the information over a
cellular network to a service provider that makes the information available on a website.
Both TowPlow prime mover trucks are fitted with FORCE America PreCise AVL devices. 2
TowPlow1 has a PreCise IX-101 telemetry device installed in the cab of prime mover
truck Caltrans fleet number 7008211. The IX-101 is a rugged, reliable asset management
device that combines a GPS receiver and a Global System for Mobile
communication/General Packet Radio Service (GSM/GPRS) cellular radio. GSM is a
common architecture used for mobile cellular communication, and GPRS is an extension
of GSM that enables higher transmission rates. The AVL device gathers information about
where a vehicle has been and when it was there, including position (latitude/longitude),
speed, heading, time, and engine hours (ignition on time). The AVL device also monitors

2

PreCise Mobile Resource Management (http://www.precisemrm.com/)
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two discrete inputs and tracks when and where they change, stores data when there is
no network coverage, and wirelessly downloads data using the GSM/GPRS network. One
of the discrete inputs was used to monitor whether the TowPlow blade was steered out,
and the other input was used to monitor when the TowPlow blade was lowered to the
ground.
TowPlow2 has a PreCise IX-403-H AVL-GPS system installed in the cab of the prime
mover truck with Caltrans fleet number 7011279. The system reports the vehicle position,
direction, speed, TowPlow trailer steering in/out, and TowPlow moldboard up/down. The
IX-403-H series GPS device can utilize GSM cellular communication, Wireless Fidelity
(Wi-Fi) communication, or a combination of the two. The IX-403 can monitor up to six
digital or analog inputs. The TowPlow2 has two configured digital inputs: trailer plow
up/down and trailer axle steer in/out.

Caltrans TowPlow Field Observations
Sometime in December 2016, TP2-DoE was deployed to the Kingvale HMS to replace
TP1-DoE for operational testing in the winter of 2016-2017. The TP1-DoE unit was
planned to be transferred to District 2 Redding for winter operations that same winter.
Interviews with Caltrans Maintenance at the Kingvale HMS indicated that Caltrans
District 2 would bring a similar snowplow truck to Kingvale and take the TP1-DoE unit
back to Redding. The exchange never occurred during the 2016-2017 winter season, and
consequently the TP1-DoE trailer was unused throughout the winter in the Kingvale HMS
lot. The TP1-DoE snowplow truck was disconnected, a tailgate spreader was mounted,
and the truck was utilized extensively throughout the winter of 2016-2017 as a
snowplow/sander. Therefore, the TP2-DoE was the only TowPlow unit formally deployed
by the Kingvale HMS during the 2016-2017 winter season.
Since the PreCise units deployed on both TowPlow units are connected directly to the
prime mover trucks, their position data will be recorded whether or not the TowPlow
trailers are connected. Only when the TowPlow trailers are connected do the moldboard
up/down and trailer steer in/out inputs trigger and register in the recorded dataset.
Therefore, PreCise location data alone does not indicate use of the TowPlow. Only by
examining the change of state of the inputs can the TowPlow trailer be verified as
connected to the prime mover truck. Furthermore, to determine if the TowPlow is being
used in a highway operation, a logical examination of both the speed and input data is
required. During a TowPlow snowplowing operation, the data should indicate a minimum
vehicle speed of approximately 20 mph and the logical succession of moldboard down
and trailer steer out data. A simple check of the TowPlow PreCise data indicated that the
TP1-DoE was reporting position information but no discrete input data, while the TP2Opt3 PreCise unit was not reporting any data at all.
Based on these data reporting issues for the two systems, on February 1, 2017,
AHMCT researchers traveled to the Kingvale HMS to mitigate the issue in order to bring
both TowPlow PreCise units back on-line. The PreCise unit in TP1-DoE was outdated
and no longer supported by the service provider. The vendor provided a replacement unit
which AHMCT switched-out in the truck cab. The updated PreCise unit initialized normally
and began reporting location correctly. The PreCise input triggering could not be
positively verified, because the TowPlow1 trailer was not connected to the prime mover
truck at the time of the visit. The TP2-DoE PreCise unit appeared to be operating
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correctly, so AHMCT contacted the PreCise technical support over the phone to
troubleshoot the problem. All available actions were taken, but ultimately the reporting
issue could not be resolved on-site. The following day, though, while conducting a quick
on-line check, the TP2-DoE location data was being collected and it was assumed that
the problem had been with the service provider’s internal software and that the vendor
was able to resolve it remotely. Since the PreCise unit was not operational during
AHMCT’s site visit to Kingvale, the TP2-DoE inputs were not positively verified.
Plans for a follow-up visit to the Kingvale HMS to verify the TP2-DoE precise inputs
were pending on March 17, 2017. At that time, AHMCT received information that Caltrans
Maintenance in Kingvale had operated the TP2-DoE at least once on January, 20 2017
to plow snow on Interstate 80. A video of the operation was recorded by the Kingvale
staff. An examination of the collected data during the recorded operation indicated the
moldboard up/down input appeared to be incorrectly labeled on the dataset. This
assumption is based on the expected logical order of operations and vehicle speed data.
A simple vendor website change could resolve this problem, but Caltrans DRISI
requested AHMCT make another visit to directly verify the configurations.
On March 24, 2017, AHMCT researchers returned to the Kingvale HMS, where both
TowPlow systems were to be connected to their respective prime mover trucks and
operated to facilitate the direct verification that both TP1-DoE and TP2-DoE PreCise unit
inputs were triggering and reporting correctly. Examination of TP1-DoE indicated that the
steer in/out labels were reversed. AHMCT researchers were able to login to the Internet
at the Kingvale HMS and switch the input labels on the PreCise website. But in the
process of verification of the changes, it was discovered that the TP1-DoE moldboard
up/down input was not changing state regardless of whether the moldboard was raised
or lowered. The limit switch wiring on TP1-DoE needed troubleshooting by DoE to enable
this input. The TowPlow2-DoE had been disconnected and parked in the shed overnight.
When Caltrans personnel went to move the TowPlow2 prime mover truck from the shed
to reconnect the TowPlow, a CAN bus error showed on the in-cab control screen and
none of the truck’s hydraulic systems were operational. Since the head plow was down,
the prime mover truck could not be moved or reconnected until the failure was repaired.
Therefore, the TowPlow2-DoE inputs could not be verified on that trip.
A short time later, the Caltrans Maintenance dedicated TowPlow operator contacted
Viking-Cives who were able to troubleshoot the CAN bus problem over the phone and
send a replacement connector. The operator replaced the connector and the snowplow
truck operation was restored. On April 7, 2016, AHMCT researchers visited Kingvale HMS
to directly verify the TowPlow2-DoE PreCise inputs. The TowPlow2-DoE was connected
and operational and the researchers were able to directly associate the equipment actions
with the PreCise inputs and verify that on-line data collection was operating properly.
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Figure 6: TowPlow1 and 2 Trailers in Kingvale HMS during Snow Event
Winter 2016-2017
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Caltrans TowPlow Operator Feedback and
Equipment Observations
At the end of the 2016-2017 winter operations season, AHMCT researchers prepared
a questionnaire (see Appendix G) designed to obtain important input from Caltrans
Maintenance workers with direct experience not only with winter operations in general,
but specifically with operating the TowPlow in highway snow clearing operations. The
TowPlow questionnaire was delivered to the Kingvale HMS on April 13, 2017.
Additionally, AHMCT staff did gain a substantial amount of information by interacting with
the Caltrans dedicated operators at the Kingvale HMS during the several visits AHMCT
made to mitigate the TowPlow PreCise issues. The operator and associated support
personnel described experimenting with the TP2-DoE in highway trials and evaluated the
effectiveness of the TowPlow units in Caltrans operations. The following comments and
appraisals are interpretations collected from a series of conversations with the Caltrans
TowPlow crew and support staff. The comments are summarized and logically grouped
together by topic.

Prime mover truck power: Crew feedback indicated that both the

475 hp TP1-DoE and the 550 hp TP2-DoE prime mover trucks possessed sufficient
power to operate on grades matching the 35 mph maximum speed of ordinary Caltrans
snowplowing pack operations on the highway. It remains unclear if either vehicle was
ever fully loaded with brine during these observations. Operator feedback indicated that
engine pyrometer temperature becomes a critical factor in limiting climbing speed once
an adequate level of horsepower is furnished. The pyrometer measures engine exhaust
turbo temperature, which, if allowed to exceed the normal range, can cause immediate
and serious damage to the engine’s exhaust turbo system. Truck drivers are trained to
moderate pyrometer temperature by selecting lower gears and reducing engine
acceleration, both of which actively reduce truck climbing speed.
The adverse relationship between tire traction ballast weight and vehicle climbing
weight is another issue which cannot be solved by simply increasing engine
horsepower. An excess of engine horsepower combined with insufficient tire traction
leads to tire spin, which can quickly destroy tire cable chains. Increasing ballast weight
to improve traction equally adds to the overall weight of the vehicle, requiring more
traction to climb grades. The goal is finding the optimum balance between these two
factors, but increased engine horsepower will not necessarily promote prime mover
truck climbing speed on slippery pavements.

Laser pointer: The TP2 unit was purchased with a laser pointer guidance

option in order to determine if this technology would prove beneficial to the Caltrans
TowPlow operator’s awareness of the TowPlow moldboard presence. The laser unit is
mounted above the truck cab and projects a green laser spot on the road/snow surface
ahead of the truck indicating to the driver where the outermost reach of the TowPlow
moldboard should pass. The Caltrans TowPlow operator did not use the laser pointer.
Instead the operator relied on a fender mirror to gauge the distance the TowPlow blade
was deployed.
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Visibility: The Caltrans TowPlow operator did not place any value on the use of

the rear view camera system. Instead, the operator favored a low-tech fender spot
mirror as the best method of seeing the TowPlow moldboard when deployed. The
lighting of the TowPlow moldboard was reported to be effective, and no further
improvements were suggested.

Stability:

The TowPlow operator reported that the TP2-DoE trailer hops at
snowplowing speed on the highway and suggested this may be induced by TowPlow
axle steer angle misalignment. It was also suggested that additional ballast weight on
the trailer may mitigate the hop issue, but it is not apparent that this theory was ever
verified with the TowPlow trailer in highway testing.

Surface treatment: The TowPlow does not have sanding capability, so one

additional sander snowplow truck is required on the highway to follow the TowPlow.
This negates any efficiency gained from the TowPlow. The several Caltrans operators
asked all agreed that sand is spread on almost every snowplow run.

Traffic safety: The steered-out TowPlow requires a trailing snowplow truck to

prevent vehicles from driving into the gap created by the steered-out TowPlow. There
is risk of collision when the operator needs to steer the TowPlow back in.

Reliability:

Modern, sophisticated vehicle electronics and computer systems
utilized on late-model trucks and equipment are not rugged enough for Caltrans snow
fighting operations in the Sierras. Caltrans operators favor simpler systems utilizing a
minimum of technology.

Convenience: Connecting the TowPlow to the prime mover truck is an arduous

task involving the disconnection and reconnection of eight different hydraulic hoses and
control cables. The TowPlow must be disconnected each and every time sand ballast
is to be removed from the truck dump body. The DoE configuration with the brine ballast
tank mounted in the truck bed was not mentioned.

Fender clearance: The Kingvale crew removed the TP2-DoE trailer fenders

while tire cable-chains were installed. The Viking-Cives removable fender bracket was
a popular feature.

Fleet reduction: The additional vehicles and complications required for a

TowPlow to operate in a Caltrans standard snowplow echelon far outweigh the minor
benefits gained through use of the TowPlow.

Dedicated operator:

The operation of the TowPlow requires special
training and an experienced equipment operator. Caltrans snow fighting operations
maintain a small, year-round experienced staff. During the winter storm season, crews
are brought in from permanent intermittent (PI) positions and maintenance crews on
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loan from other stations to operate the winter fleet. Therefore, having a team of
dedicated TowPlow trained operators readily available is challenging.
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CHAPTER 3:
TOWPLOW ENGINEERING EVALUATION
Caltrans-Specific TowPlow Performance
Considerations
Due to the unique geography, climate conditions, and legal requirements found in
California, Caltrans has developed distinct snow fighting equipment and operations that
are in many respects very different from those in other states that have successfully
introduced TowPlow equipment into their winter fleets. These differences are discussed
here.

Climate Zones
In California, which is generally warm and near sea level, snow accumulation of any
significance mostly occurs on mountain passes at elevations above 2,000 feet. 3 Some
light snow accumulation does occur at lower elevations in the northeastern part of the
state, but the highways in these areas are comprised almost entirely of two-lane rural
highways with lesser snow road classifications. Caltrans’ greatest costs are associated
with Class A highways, which require the snow to be removed continuously during a snow
storm to keep the road open for traffic. 4 Since the fundamental benefit of utilizing a
TowPlow is the capability of clearing two traffic lanes per pass, deployment on highways
at least two lanes per direction would be necessary to realize any potential TowPlow
productivity benefit. Therefore, based solely on the criteria of the number of Class A traffic
lanes above 2,000 feet elevation, the Caltrans TowPlow deployment would be
appropriate for use in:
•

District 3 on an approximately 75-mile highway section of I-80 – Donner Pass
with maximum elevation of 7,057 feet

•

A combined distance of nearly 65 miles in District 2 on Interstate 5 (I-5) – Black
Butte Pass with maximum elevation of 3,912 feet and Siskiyou Summit with
maximum elevation of 4,310 feet

•

A 15-mile section in District 8 on Interstate I-5 – El Cajon Pass with maximum
elevation of 4,190 feet

•

Around 40 miles in District 7 on I-5 – Tejon Pass, a.k.a. The Grapevine with
maximum elevation of 4,144 feet

•

About 50 miles in District 11 on Interstate 8 – Crestwood Summit with
maximum elevation of 4,181 feet

3

Snow & Ice Control Operations, California Department of Transportation Maintenance Program, Pg2,
1999
4 Caltrans Maintenance Manual, Chapter R Snow/Ice Control, 2014
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Added together, these represent 245 centerline miles out of over 4,000 centerline
miles of Caltrans snow routes with elevations above 2,000 feet, which is approximately
6% of centerline miles. Furthermore, of these interstate highway passes listed, only the
High Sierra section of I-80 and the northern I-5 sections experience consistent highway
snow accumulations throughout the winter months (Figure 7).

Figure 7. California Average Snowfall Map

Prime Mover Truck Power Enhancement
All of the identified potential Caltrans TowPlow deployment sites are generally
mountainous passes that contain section(s) with grades as steep as 6%. Therefore, it is
critical that the TowPlow prime mover truck has sufficient engine power to pull a fullyloaded TowPlow trailer up 6% grades while snowplowing at speeds approaching 35 mph.
Based on initial trials in the Sierra Nevada mountains running the prime mover truck with
tire traction cables, it is apparent that an engine power in the low to mid-500 hp range will
be required for a sander-configured TowPlow, while the lighter brine-configured TowPlow
requires less engine power, likely in the mid-400 hp range. The standard Caltrans fleet
snowplow truck horsepower specification prior to 2014 called for a minimum 325 hp
engine. Therefore, Caltrans may be required to purchase special trucks with enhanced
horsepower engines to be paired with TowPlow equipment, although DOE has recently
changed their horsepower specification.
Traction is a key issue relative to truck power. The first of two common methods for
maximizing tire traction on frozen pavements is to attach tire traction devices (chains,
etc.), effectively increasing the friction coefficient and the tire normal force. Viking-Cives
had never attempted to utilize tire chains on the TowPlow and recommends against their
use. Instead, Viking-Cives has focused on the second method, maximizing tire normal
force by increasing the weight of the TowPlow trailer. The TowPlow is manufactured with
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an exceedingly heavy frame, far beyond what is necessary to handle structural stiffness
and loading of the trailer. Each TowPlow is required to be fitted with some type of tractionimproving surface treatment system, if only to increase trailer weight to provide enough
traction for proper operation of the TowPlow. The standard choices of TowPlow-mounted
traction-improving surface treatment systems are brine, sand spreader, or both.

Traffic Safety
Caltrans equipment safe operational policies limit deployment of the TowPlow into the
highway traffic lane adjacent to the prime mover truck in controlled maintenance work
zones on highways open to traffic. This restricts TowPlow deployment to either: (a) when
chain control restrictions are in effect, or (b) in a moving lane closure with Maintenance
Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program (MAZEEP) assistance. Since most Caltrans snow
clearing operations on open highways are generally conducted when chain controls are
in effect, this limitation is not necessarily restrictive. Caltrans will often apply brine on the
highway before a snowstorm event in an effort to disrupt the bond between surface ice
and the pavement, and after a storm to soften surface ice to aid the effort of clearing down
to bare pavement. When utilizing the TowPlow to apply this brine, Caltrans will apply the
post-storm brine during the final clearing pass at reduced speed while lifting chain control
restrictions. The pre-storm application of brine with the Caltrans TowPlow would take
place either at full traffic speed in one lane without a moving lane closure, or in two lanes
requiring a highway lane moving closure with MAZEEP assistance, thereby allowing a
slightly reduced operating speed without creating a significant traffic flow obstruction.

Diminishing loads
A standard TowPlow sander configuration system as designed by Viking-Cives may
frequently exceed federal interstate truck axle weight limits when fully loaded. Many
states legislate exceptions to axle weight restrictions that exempt DOT snow clearing
equipment to operate on state roadways or operate under the principle of diminishing
loads, which exempts applicable highway maintenance vehicles from legal axle weight
limits. California state law exempts snowplows from size, weight, and load provisions,
except for those requiring a permit for overweight loads. 5 In practice, Caltrans operates
all snowplow and sanding equipment within legal limits. Therefore, the TowPlow system
is operated within legal axle weight restrictions. The principle of diminishing loads
generally applies to a highway maintenance vehicle ostensibly operating in a highway
work zone with the purpose of applying or spreading its load on the highway. The
diminishing loads principle does not pertain to vehicles transporting materials or traveling
between locations on the highway.

Chain Restrictions
Since in California motorists are only likely to encounter significant amounts of snow
while driving on highways over high mountain passes, the average California vehicle and
driver are not typically prepared for the winter season or for driving on snow-covered

5

California Department of Motor Vehicles, Vehicle Code §35001, 2016
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highways. Of the four TowPlow-applicable mountain passes, snowstorms on the three
southern highway passes are so infrequent that Caltrans typically closes these highways
when driving conditions become unsafe or until bare pavement can be established. When
operating on closed highways, the speed of the TowPlow and traffic conflict concerns are
minimal. Highway passes over the Sierra Nevada and Siskiyou mountains have
sufficiently frequent snowstorms that Caltrans attempts to keep these highways open
even with snow on the highway. Motorists traveling over these passes are therefore
required by California law 6 to carry tire chains and Caltrans compels their use as
necessary based on road conditions. These chain control restrictions also apply to the
Caltrans snow fighting fleet, therefore the TowPlow must be fitted with tire chains on the
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)-equipped axle, which is the rear axle of the TowPlow
trailer. 7 When Caltrans chain controls are in place, the speed limit is reduced to a safe
speed based on weather and road conditions, typically between 25-35 mph. The
TowPlow must be capable of traveling near the posted reduced speed limit on these steep
grades when it is loaded and plowing snow. Traveling much slower than the speed limit
emboldens following traffic to risk unsafe passing. Figure 8 shows an example of Caltrans
style heavy-duty tire cable chains installed on TowPlow1.

Figure 8: TP1 Trailer Tire Cable Chains

Figure 9: TP2 Certified Clean
Idle Certification

Emissions
California has enacted some of the most encompassing and stringent vehicle
emission regulations in the country. Caltrans, as a state agency, is under particular
scrutiny to follow all of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and California Air
Resources Board (CARB) emission standards for heavy-duty diesel engines, including
exhaust gas limits, smoke opacity, and idling emissions countermeasures. The TowPlow
prime mover truck must comply with all mandated CARB on-road heavy-duty diesel
vehicle regulations. Effective 2008, CARB requires heavy-duty diesel engines operated

6
7

California Department of Motor Vehicles, Vehicle Code §27459
Winter Driving Tips - Chain Controls (http://www.dot.ca.gov/cttravel/chain-controls.html)
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in California to have added controls or auxiliary equipment to reduce emissions during
idling. The regulation requires manufacturers of California-certified 2008 and newer
model-year diesel engines to incorporate a system that automatically shuts down the
engine after five minutes of continuous idling or to certify the engine to a nitrogen oxide
(NOx) idling emission standard of 30 or less grams per hour. If the diesel engine meets
this NOx limit, it can idle indefinitely. Diesel engines or auxiliary equipment which comply
with this regulation are required to display a holographic certification label prominently
mounted on the vehicle. The TowPlow2 prime mover truck was procured with the
necessary clean idle certification (Figure 9).

Driver Visibility
Caltrans snowplow truck operators routinely encounter people and vehicles along the
edges of the plowed right of way. More often than not, this is related to tire chain issues.
The vehicle drivers often lack snow driving experience or winter highway maintenance
awareness since they live in warm climates and rarely drive on snow-covered highways.
Consequently, the TowPlow operator must be able to view the reach of their snowplow
when passing these unpredictable people and stationary vehicles to avoid hitting them.
Since the TowPlow moldboard is trailing 50 feet behind and in the driver’s blind spot, the
operator faces challenges in providing a safe passing distance.

Weight of Caltrans Highway Traction Sand
The sand/salt mixture used for the Caltrans DoE weight measurement (Appendix D)
was a sand/salt mixture in use by Caltrans Maintenance taken directly from Caltrans
storehouses in the Sierra Nevada mountains on I-80. The sand/salt mixture appeared wet
and weighed approximately 2,600 lb/cu-yd based on its weight measured in a 5-gallon
bucket. To see if this particular sample was fully saturated with moisture, a 5-gallon bucket
of the sand was fully saturated and drained. The measured weight of the fully saturated
sand/salt mixture sample remained unchanged at approximately 2,600 lb/cu-yd,
indicating that the TP2 axle weight data taken by DoE were taken at or near the maximum
weight of fully-saturated sand/salt material. The DoE weight measurement data of the
TP2-Opt3 used a 3,000 lb/cu-yd value for saturated sand (see Appendix D-(c)). It is
assumed the 3,000 lb/cu-yd value is used to account for material density variability based
on source and possibly includes a factor of safety. Some discrepancy may also be the
result of using a small sample (5-gallon bucket) and weight scale to extrapolate the per
cubic yard density. DOE indicates that ice builds up inside the sand/salt mixture of their
standard v-body hopper. Moisture in the sand freezes during snow events, adding to the
weight of the mixture. To be representative of observed research findings, the measured
sand/salt mixture value of 2,600 lb/cu-yd will be used in calculations in this report.

Caltrans Wing Plow vs. TowPlow Comparisons
Wing Plow Truck Clearing Width
Wing plow trucks have been a mainstay of the Caltrans snow fighting fleet for many
years. The most common wing plow configuration Caltrans utilizes consists of a 10-yard
325 hp snowplow truck with a wing plow attached to one side of the truck chassis mid31

frame. The front (head) plows are generally bi-directional moldboards with 11 feet of
cutting blade. The head plow mounting on the front of the truck enables the moldboard to
hydraulically pivot up to a 26-degree attack angle, effectively clearing a 10-foot path. The
wing plow attachments Caltrans generally installs on its trucks of this size are moldboards
with 12 feet of cutting blade. When fully deployed to a maximum angle of 34 degrees,
these wing plows can effectively clear an additional 9-foot path. There is typically a
minimum of a 1-foot overlap to ensure the trailing wing plow behind picks up the windrow
coming off the head plow. As a result, the maximum clearing path of a standard Caltrans
10-yard wing plow truck is approximately 18 feet, or roughly one-and-a-half traffic lanes
(Figure 10). Caltrans operators interviewed verify that the wing plows are typically
operated at these maximum angles during snow clearing operations on I-80.

Figure 10: Caltrans 10-Yard Wing Plow with 18-Foot Snow Clearing Path

TowPlow Combined Clearing Path
The TowPlow system, when deployed, clears a 22-foot path, which is less than two
nominal highway lanes (Figure 11). Viking-Cives assumes a 12-foot-wide head plow is
being used when advertising that the TowPlow can clear two full lanes (nominally 24 feet).
However, a Caltrans standard head plow clears 10 feet, which accounts for why the
Caltrans TowPlow units clear less than the advertised two lane-widths (Figure 11). A
calculation based solely on the lengths and angles of the cutting edges suggests a wider
TowPlow clearing path is possible, but the trailer tongue is designed to angle when
deployed to bring the leading edge of the TowPlow moldboard in closer to the truck. This
creates an overlap between the head plow and the TowPlow moldboard, reducing the
clearing path width. This overlap is, however, necessary to ensure that the snow windrow
coming off the head plow is fully picked up by the TowPlow moldboard trailing
approximately 30 feet behind.
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Figure 11: TowPlow with 22-Foot Snow Clearing Path

Snow Clearing Width Comparison
The principal selling point of the TowPlow is the mantra that a conventional snowplow
truck clears one traffic lane-width of snow, so adding a TowPlow trailer enables the same
snowplow truck to clear two traffic lanes per pass. As a result, significant savings can be
achieved by saving the operating costs of a snowplow truck and driver. This basic
assumption might hold true for some DOTs, but this is not realistically the case for
Caltrans. Since Caltrans operates a fleet of wing plow trucks which nominally clear a path
of one-and-a-half lanes, and the Caltrans TowPlow systems can clear a path that is still
nominally less than two lanes, the cost benefit of the TowPlow is greatly diminished. In
an objective comparison of these two systems utilizing the same Caltrans standard head
plow, the TowPlow system clears a path just 2-3 feet wider than a conventional Caltrans
12-foot wing plow truck at maximum extension. In operation though, considering the
notoriously heavy, wet snow conditions in the Sierras, a shallower plow attack angle may
clear snow more efficiently, so that the wing plow would need to be brought in a few feet.
Therefore, for the purposes of this report, the TowPlow will be considered to provide an
additional one quarter of a lane-width of clearing capability vs. a standard Caltrans 10-yd
wing plow truck.

Figure 12: Head Plow Width Comparison
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Truck Power Comparison
As presented in the previous section, the TowPlow unit is believed to clear an
additional one quarter of a lane-width vs. a wing plow truck. However, this benefit comes
at a cost of an additional 8 tons of combined vehicle weight (empty weight). Therefore,
based on vehicle weight alone, the TowPlow prime mover truck requires more power to
provide equivalent snowplowing performance than the comparably much lighter wing
plow unit. On flat highways the power increase is relatively small, but for Caltrans the
added unit weight is especially problematic. In California, heavy snowfall occurs mostly
on the high mountain passes where Caltrans highway snow clearing operations are
commonly conducted on grades as steep as 6%. Caltrans snowplows typically operate
on these steep interstate highways at a maximum speed of approximately 25 to 30 mph.
Caltrans institutes chain control restrictions when conditions warranted as well as during
in-lane interstate snowplowing operations, in part to reduce traffic speeds to their safe
snowplowing speed and to minimize traffic obstructions, thereby minimizing traffic backups. 8 Based on operational trials with the two current Caltrans-configured TowPlow units
operating in the Donner Summit area on I-80, empirically a fully-laden TowPlow prime
mover truck needs at least an additional 150 hp beyond the Caltrans standard 325 hp
snowplow truck engine to operate at 25-30 mph when going up these steep grades.

Traction Comparison
Both the wing plow truck and the TowPlow prime mover truck are based on a 10-yard
dump body truck. Therefore both systems have the same number of drive wheels, drive
wheel cable chains, and traction. For any given road surface condition, there is an
optimum normal force (ballast weight) over a truck’s drive tandem axle to achieve
maximum traction. Since road surface conditions are in a state of flux, ballast weight must
ideally be adaptable. For this reason, snowplow trucks are commonly configured with
dump bodies so that sand can be easily added or dumped to carry the desired ballast
weight to boost traction. There is little difference between the ballast weight being dump
body sand in the wing plow case or a combination of tongue weight and dump body sand
in the TowPlow case. Either way, the maximum drive traction of the truck’s tandem axle
set will be roughly the same.
Since the TowPlow prime mover truck is operating with upwards of over 8 tons of
additional inertial load (rolling weight), its dynamic characteristics will be very different
from the lighter wing plow truck when operating on the highway. The increase in inertial
momentum influences both cornering and braking, but the extra wheels and brakes on
the TowPlow help mitigate these forces, so only modest degradations should be
expected. There is a significant effect, however, when accelerating up a grade, especially
against a snow load. The TowPlow trailer does not contribute to drive power in any way,
so instead a portion of the traction force is drawn away and used just to overcome the
additional inertial loading. Maximum traction force under these circumstances is a zerosum game (i.e. a trade-off between propulsive and steering traction), so the lighter wing

8

Caltrans chain requirements (http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/roadinfo/ChainRequire.pdf)
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plow truck will innately have a more efficient traction characteristic, which directly
translates to better snowplowing performance as compared to a TowPlow, especially up
grades. Adding additional TowPlow prime mover truck engine horsepower to account for
the degradation useable traction force only breaks traction, spinning the drive wheels,
further reducing traction, and damaging cable chains. Adding additional ballast weight to
the TowPlow prime mover truck may improve traction but it also further increases the
inertial load, which produces a diminishing return. The most efficient snowplow truck
design for optimum traction is a fairly light vehicle overall, with a large variable ballast
capability directly over the tandem drive wheels as with the Caltrans wing plow.

Analysis of TowPlow Applications in Caltrans
Snow Fighting Operations
Snowplow trucks cannot safely leave windrows of snow on the right of way where they
can present issues to passing traffic. Consequently, Caltrans systematically groups
snowplow trucks together in packs or echelons, particularly on multiple-lane highways. A
pack operation is a procession of closely trailing snowplow trucks spaced laterally such
that snow windrow left by the proceeding snowplow is picked up and cleared by the trailing
snowplow truck. In this way, snow can progressively be cleared all the way across the
entire width of the roadway to the shoulder in a single pass, as required. The number of
vehicles comprising a snowplowing pack is directly proportional to the maximum number
of travel lanes to be cleared. Frequently, an additional snowplow truck will be included to
the pack to split from the pack to clear the windrows left across the on and off-ramps as
the pack passes. Caltrans snowplowing operations typically clear all the snow to the right
shoulder where there is space for a snow bank. Caltrans will occasionally snowplow to
the left on separated highways with very wide medians, if there is space for a snow bank
in the median. Caltrans even has a few left-sided wing plows in their fleet, but the practice
of snowplowing to the left remains a novelty in pack snowplowing.
One method of determining the benefits of the TowPlow is to examine pack schemes
which are the most efficient for the width of the highway. The following pack efficiency
analysis will focus on right-side snowplowing, but changing to a left-side plow on the
leading truck will have little effect on the presented conclusions. Caltrans’ common case
of clearing divided highways with nominal 12-foot wide lane and a 2-foot wide shoulder
will be the basis of this analysis. Caltrans strives to snowplow at least a minimum of an
additional 2 feet beyond the lane edge (fog line) to establish a clear and safe roadway.

Efficient Snowplowing Pack
Clearing One Lane-Width

Configurations

–

Single-direction highways are only divided by a center-line, so the minimum clearing
path would be calculated by adding a nominal 12-foot wide lane to a 2-foot wide shoulder
which combines for a 14-foot clearing width. Consequently, operating the TowPlow on a
single lane highway is completely inefficient and entirely unneeded since a standard
Caltrans wing plow can easily clear the entire path in one pass.
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Efficient Snowplowing Pack
Clearing Two Lane-Widths

Configurations

–

For the two lane-width analysis, the two 2-foot shoulder overlaps that are added are
common for both divided and undivided highways to a nominal 24 feet of lane-width for
an overall clearing width of 28 feet. Consequently, a TowPlow trailer and prime mover
truck configuration clears approximately 6 feet less than the desired 28 feet, and therefore
a second snowplow would be necessary (Figure 13). The most efficient configuration to
achieve full coverage with the minimum of resources would be a Caltrans 10-yard wing
plow and a Caltrans 10-yard snowplow truck with a Caltrans standard 11-foot-wide head
plow only (Figure 14).

Figure 13: TowPlow Clearing Two
Traffic Lanes

Figure 14: Most Efficient
Configuration for Clearing Two
Traffic Lanes
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Efficient Snowplowing Pack
Clearing Three Lane-Widths

Configurations

–

Consequently, the most efficient configuration for the Caltrans TowPlow would be a
three-lane highway, working in combination with a Caltrans 10-yard wing plow truck. The
overall clearing width of three-lane highway is 40 feet, consisting of three 12-foot lanes
added to two 2-foot shoulders. Deploying the TowPlow in combination with a standard
wing plow truck can effectively clear the full 40 feet, including a windrow overlap
(Figure 15). For Caltrans to clear the three lane-widths using conventional equipment, the
minimum amount of vehicles needed would consist of an echelon of two wing plows and
one head plow truck (Figure 16). Therefore, a TowPlow theoretically and geometrically
only has the prospect of reducing the number of vehicles in a snowplowing echelon for
the three-lane clearing path case. Of the highways that Caltrans typically focuses their
clearing operations on, most are one- and two-lane mountain pass highways. Caltrans
clears a small inventory of three-lane highways, but these sections generally are
fragmented directional (uphill) truck climbing lanes or auxiliary breakout areas, not
continuous stretches of highway.
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Figure 16: Clearing Three Lanes with
Conventional Equipment

Figure 15: Most Efficient Three-Lane
TowPlow Clearing Configuration
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Efficient Snowplowing Pack
Clearing Highway Ramps

Configurations

–

Caltrans highway snow clearing echelon operations must also include a scheme to clear
traffic ramps. As the snowplowing echelon passes a section of road, all the snow collected
across the entire clearing path is deposited harmlessly in a snow windrow off to the side
of the highway. However, when crossing traffic ramps, the snow windrow becomes a
snow berm across the ramp, blocking the ramp in times of heavy snow accumulation.
Caltrans adds an additional snowplowing truck to trail behind the snowplowing operation
and clear the ramps as the echelon continues along. If an extra snowplow truck is not
available, then the echelon stops and one of the snowplow trucks clears the berm before
rejoining the echelon and continuing along the highway. It doesn’t seem likely that the
TowPlow operation would have any influence on the methods or procedures that Caltrans
utilizes to maintain open traffic ramps on the highway.

TowPlow Cost Benefit Analysis
An examination of the costs and benefits of operating TowPlow systems in Caltrans
winter operations is a valuable factor in determining the overall effectiveness of this
equipment. This cost benefit analysis would preferably be based on actual TowPlow
equipment usage data while the systems were in service with Caltrans winter
maintenance operations. This would produce the most accurate result. Unfortunately, the
two TowPlows systems did not see sufficient use to support this approach to a cost benefit
analysis. In the absence of this option, a conceptual cost benefit analysis is presented
here to approximate potential benefits to Caltrans utilizing TowPlow equipment. There
are implicit attributes that can be evaluated to assist in assessing the expected positive
or negative benefits of the TowPlow to Caltrans Maintenance operations. Since the
Caltrans TowPlow development process is not complete, this analysis is based on the
assumption that certain operational issues revealed during deployment trials could be
mitigated in future TowPlow units. Therefore, for this analysis, these issues will be
assumed to be resolved.

Operational Assumptions
Viking-Cives promoted the TowPlow as reducing snowplowing costs by enabling a
single driver and snowplow truck to nominally clear two lanes per pass and thereby deliver
a potential cost savings of one driver and one snowplow truck. This advertised benefit
may hold true for other state DOTs, but not for Caltrans, which operates an extensive
fleet of wing plow trucks that nominally clear one-and-a-half lanes per pass. As such for
Caltrans, the potential for TowPlow cost savings is less than for some other states. The
previous section presented an analysis of optimum equipment echelon configurations for
lane clearing. For two-lane highways, an echelon of one snowplow truck and one wing
plow truck is the most efficient means to clear the full roadway (see Figure 14). A
TowPlow alone cannot clear the full roadway (see Figure 13). For three-lane highways, a
combination of a TowPlow together with a wing plow truck is the most efficient echelon
configuration (see Figure 15). For this three-lane case, the TowPlow does save Caltrans
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one snowplow truck and one driver compared to only utilizing conventional snowplow
trucks and wing plow trucks (see Figure 16). Therefore, a potential benefit is achievable
if deploying the TowPlow on three-lane highways. The TowPlow appears to be an
unwarranted expense on exclusively two-lane highways.
Caltrans operates snowplows in echelons which must clear the entire width of the
roadway in circular routes. On highway routes that contain a combination of two- and
three-lane sections, the echelon configuration must have the clearing capacity equal to
the widest sections regardless of how short the three-lane sections are along the route.

Suitable Caltrans Three-Lane Highway Sections
The following is a list of criteria necessary for plowing routes to be suitable for efficient
TowPlow deployment:
1) Contains three-lane highway sections (The efficient TowPlow echelon
configuration)
2) Highway elevation of at least approximately 3,000 feet (For sufficient snow
accumulation)
3) Subject to chain restrictions (To allow TowPlow to deploy without MAZEEP)
Three Caltrans HMSs meet the criteria for efficient TowPlow deployment:
1)
2)
3)

Caltrans District 3 Kingvale HMS operating on I-80
Caltrans District 3 Whitmore HMS operating on I-80
Caltrans District 2 Yreka HMS operating on I-5

These areas are predominantly two-lane, mountainous highways with sections
containing grades as steep as 6%. Steep highway sections are often widened to three
lanes to accommodate slow moving heavy trucks in climbing sections. In addition, chain
installation areas along the highway are widened to three lanes and are included in this
analysis. In both of these cases the highway widens from two to three lanes and then
returns back to two lanes. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the distances of two- and threelane sections of snowplowing routes appropriate for TowPlow deployment (see
Appendix H for details).
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Table 1: Three-Lane Snowplowing Highway Sections
Route

Loop
Distance
Kingvale East 20 miles
Kingvale West 20 miles
Whitmore East 26 miles
Truckee East

32 miles

Truckee West

14 miles

Yreka North

40 miles

Yreka South

40 miles

Totals 192
miles

2-Lane

3-Lane

7.6 miles
19 miles
13.5
miles
27.4
miles
11.5
miles
37.5
miles
23.6
miles
140
miles

12.4 miles
1.0 mile
12.5 miles
4.6 miles
2.5 miles
2.5 miles
16.4 miles
52 miles

Additional Considerations and Assumptions
Based on Caltrans field trials of the TowPlow operating in the Donner area of I-80, the
following operational issues should be incorporated when forming the basis of the cost
benefit model.
•

•

•

•

Some form of sanding capability must be included when the TowPlow is clearing
the highway. Since the TowPlow is available configured as a sander, it will be
assumed here that Caltrans could mitigate the axle overweight issue when
configuring future TowPlow systems for use in California. Therefore, the current
practice of adding an additional sander truck behind the TowPlow is not included
in this analysis.
Caltrans adds a vehicle to trail the TowPlow to insure motorists do not pull up in
the space next to the deployed TowPlow trailer. Here, it is assumed that there is
another way of keeping motorists back without needing a barrier vehicle, and the
cost of an additional vehicle is not included in this analysis.
Equipment needed to clear highway ramps is variable, and often dictated by the
availability of resources. Adding the TowPlow does not affect the decision of rampclearing operations in any significant way, and thus this issue is ignored in this
analysis.
Caltrans snowplow blades are generally removable, which enables their fleet of
trucks to be utilized year round. This dual use also applies to wheel loaders and
graders, but the TowPlow is a winter-specific piece of equipment. Since Caltrans
keeps a few snowplow vehicles available year round in case of off-season
unexpected storms, it will be assumed here that the TowPlow could be justifiably
included in this category, and it is therefore not considered a negative cost asset
outside of the winter months.
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•

•

•

•

Only the eastern portion of I-80 and the most northern portion of I-5 are considered
suitable for potential TowPlow application for two major reasons:
1) Other major highways with only occasional snowfall do not institute chain
controls. Instead, the highway is closed until safe driving conditions, including
but not limited to, bare pavement can be established. It would be far less likely
to expect the TowPlow to show a positive cost benefit when expected to only
be utilized occasionally.
2) As described in this report in detail, the TowPlow is less efficient than a wing
plow when utilized in echelons on two-lane highways.
Patrolling is defined here as circling a route on the highway looking for snow and
ice accumulation. Patrolling with the TowPlow is inefficient, considering the
significant additional weight being towed with no benefit. Caltrans cannot deploy
the TowPlow unless in a chain control zone or a moving lane closure. Typically,
the TowPlow has been disconnected and only the prime mover truck utilized for
patrolling operations. Therefore, this analysis focuses on snow-clearing operations
only.
Most modern computerized engines are designed to accommodate a wide range
of horsepower outputs depending on the computer control settings. Therefore, this
analysis assumes the additional engine horsepower required to tow and operate a
TowPlow up steep grades represents a minor cost increase.
Caltrans typically applies brine before a snowstorm to weaken the bond between
ice and the pavement and after the storm to aid the effort of removing road ice and
expose bare pavement. The capability of the TowPlow to brine two lanes while
deployed is only available to Caltrans while chain controls are in place or during a
moving closure operation. This limits the use of the TowPlow’s two-lane brine utility
to post-storm use. The TowPlow cannot realistically be used pre-storm to brine two
lanes, and it typically lacks sufficient power loaded to spray brine in a single lane
at normal highway speeds (55 mph) up steep grades without creating a traffic
back-up hazard. Therefore, this analysis will not consider the brine function of the
TowPlow to be a benefit, and this function is not included.

Equipment Costs
A 10-yd truck configured with a head plow and assorted snowplowing accessories
forms the basis for both the wing plow and TowPlow systems at approximately similar
costs. Caltrans 10-yd wing plow trucks typically have a sander insert or body which is
similar in cost to the sander option for the TowPlow. The TowPlow sander can be
configured to sand two lanes and the wing plow sander can sand one-and-a-half lanes.
Therefore, the additional cost of a TowPlow can be determined by comparing to the cost
of the plow wing installed on the 10-yd snowplow truck ($15,000) to the bare cost of a
TowPlow trailer ($90,000) which is approximately $70,000. The additional equipment and
seasonal usage costs are factored into the TowPlow hourly operating cost for this
analysis.
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Caltrans Maintenance Operational Costs
The cost for Caltrans to operate a 10-yd wing plow truck has not been verified.
Caltrans Maintenance crews charge the operational hours in the Caltrans Integrated
Maintenance Management System (IMMS) to R-10,000, but the actual cost value is not
known for this analysis. The dollar value for both the wing plow truck and the TowPlow
system would be required to make the cost benefit analysis comparison. Based on costs
on contract plowing operations for similar equipment, the loaded cost of a wing plow will
be assumed to be $140 an hour not including sand, the loaded cost of a TowPlow will be
assumed to be $170 an hour, and the loaded cost of a 10-yd snowplow truck will be
assumed to be $120 an hour for this analysis.

TowPlow Cost Benefit Calculation
The TowPlow cost benefit can be calculated for snowplowing routes on combination
two- and three-lane highways based on the previously described assumptions and
conditions. Without a TowPlow, a Caltrans snowplow echelon on these sections at a
minimum would require two wing plow trucks and one snowplow truck at a total cost of
$400 per hour. With the TowPlow, the Caltrans echelon would at a minimum be comprised
of one TowPlow system and one wing plow truck at a total cost of $310 per hour. This
represents a base TowPlow cost savings of $90 per hour of echelon operation on threelane routes. The cost savings for each of the snowplowing loops are presented in Table 2
based on an average 25 mph highway plowing speed.
Table 2: TowPlow Cost Savings Per Loop
Route

Loop
Distance

Loop
Time

Loop Cost
with
TowPlow

Loop Cost
without
TowPlow

Kingvale
East
Kingvale
West
Whitmore
East
Truckee East
Truckee
West
Yreka North
Yreka South

20 miles

0.8 hr

$248

$320

20 miles

0.8 hr

$248 /hr

$320 /hr

$72

26 miles

1 hr

$310 /hr

$400 /hr

$90

32 miles
14 miles

1.3 hr
0.6 hr

$403 /hr
$186 /hr

$520 /hr
$240 /hr

$117
$54

40 miles
40 miles

1.6 hr
1.6 hr

$496 /hr
$496 /hr

$640 /hr
$640 /hr

$144
$144
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TowPlow
Echelon
Loop Cost
Savings
$72

CHAPTER 4:
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
The TowPlow evaluation suffered due to issues with the data loggers not functioning
properly. While the units were repaired at the earliest opportunity, a significant portion of
the winter season passed without detailed data logging. Because of this, it is difficult to
draw conclusions regarding the usage and effectiveness of the TowPlow units in that
period.
The apparently unfavorable results of the Caltrans TowPlow trial deployment effort
can be attributed to a number of factors that seem unique to California snowplowing
conditions and operations. First and foremost is the cost saving claim that a TowPlow
clears two traffic lanes while a standard snowplow truck clears one lane, therefore
meaning that the TowPlow delivers cost savings roughly equivalent to the operating
expense of one snowplow truck. Previous detailed studies by others have been primarily
based on this assumption to justify the purchase of TowPlow units. 9 In the case of
Caltrans winter operations, wing plow trucks, which clear a path just a few feet narrower
than the TowPlow, are common and the additional snowplow width gained with the
TowPlow is not always tactically useful.
Another major factor is the application of traction abrasives (sand) while snowplowing.
Most Caltrans snowplowing operations involve the spreading of sand. However, since
Caltrans moved away from utilizing a sander-configured TowPlow due to axle weight
concerns, an additional sander truck would need to follow the TowPlow to apply sand.
One benefit of this configuration is the trailing sander truck can prevent motorists from
getting next to the steered-out TowPlow trailer (Figure 17). However, this increases the
overall operating costs of the TowPlow by adding an additional sander truck to the
snowplowing echelon. The additional ancillary costs and issues combined with minimal
benefits explain the lukewarm reception by Caltrans staff during the TowPlow trial.
Achieving maximum value from TowPlow deployment in Caltrans’ winter operations, at a
minimum, requires finding a solution to reintegrate sanding capability back into the
TowPlow and keeping vehicles from trying to pass the TowPlow when it is deployed.

9

Evaluation of the Performance of AVL and TowPlow for Winter Maintenance Operations in Wisconsin,
TRB Paper # 12-3052, K. Santiago-Chaparro, M.S., University of Wisconsin- Madison DOT report, 2012
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Figure 17: Additional Sander Truck Trailing TP2-DoE on I-80

Future work:
The consensus among Caltrans snowplow operators with knowledge of the TowPlow
operational trials seems to be that Caltrans should turn away from the TowPlow and
instead develop a “Super Wing Plow” truck that could plow two traffic lanes far more
efficiently than a TowPlow and with improved visibility. Ideally the additional half-lane
snowplow width would be added on the side of the truck opposite the wing plow to
counterbalance the spinning moment force caused by the wing plow. Conceptually, a
telescoping head plow, which extends laterally in operation, would provide such a
solution. A minimal increase in truck engine horsepower may also be needed.
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APPENDIX A: DOE TOWPLOW2 WEIGHT
ANALYSIS
The following is the Caltrans Division of Equipment turnkey TowPlow2 weight analysis
presented by Jeremy Johnson, DoE Equipment Engineer, to the Caltrans TowPlow TAG
on January 19, 2015. Note that this analysis uses the Caltrans DoE saturated sand weight
of 3,000 lb/cu-yd. In addition to the weight analysis calculations, the three options to
mitigate the overloading are included. All work in this appendix was by Caltrans DoE and
is presented here for reference.

TOWPLOW 2 CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS
Vehicle Legal Weight Limits

CA Legal weights of TowPlow 2: Chassis GVWR 52,500 lb, GCWR 80,000 lb, TowPlow
GVWR 34,000 lb Chassis front axle 20,000 lb, Chassis rear tandems 34,000 lb, TowPlow
axles 34,000 lb
Weight of cu-yd of sand used 3,000 lb. Axle weights and loadings are estimates pending
measurement.

TowPlow2 Weights as Received

As received by AHMCT TowPlow 2 weights are as follows:
Chassis only:
Front axle = 13,500 lb, Rear tandems = 17,960 lb, Fuel = 643 lb, driver = 300 lb
Total Chassis Tare = 32,403 lb [34,203 lb with plow] , Trailer tare = 18,820 lb
Total Package Tare = 51,223 lb [53,023 lb with plow] Chassis axle Loading
(weight slip with trailer attached):
Front: 12,740 lb, Rear Tandem: 22,640 lb.
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Rear Axle Overloading
22,640 lb + 2700 lb brine + 28,500 lb sand *(80%) + 3,625 lb more tongue weight =
51,765 lb
51,765 lb - 34,000 lb (CA legal) = 17,765 lb over CA Legal
51,765 lb - 46,000 lb (mfg rating) = 5,765 lb over MFG Rating
Total Package payload available after tare:
(80,000 lb GCWR-53,023 lb Total Tare) = 26,977 lb
Total of Payloads:
28,500 lb sand+2,700 lb brine+7,250 lb brine+24,000 lb sand = 64,250 lb
64,250 lb payload totals - 26,977 lb available payload = 37,273 lb over GCWR
As shipped TowPlow 2 CANNOT be used in its current configuration with full
payloads.

Making Vehicle Weight Legal – Option 1
The first option involves:
•
•

Removing the Slip-in Sander from truck chassis
De-rating the payloads on the trailer

WEIGHTS: 18,820 lb TRAILER TARE+ 5, 000 lb BRINE + 15,000 lb SAND =38,820 lb
TRAILER WEIGHT. However between 10-15% tongue load will be distributed to the truck
making the trailer legal (3,882 lb-5,823 lb) .
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Tare 34,203 lb -3000 lb slip-in sander + 10,000 lb payload + 38,820 lb = 80,023 lb

Gross Combined

Making Vehicle Weight Legal - Option 2
The second option involves:
•
•
•

Removing the Slip-in Sander from the truck chassis
Removing the Trailer-mounted Sander
Adding a 1,000-gal brine tank (or replacing both tanks with 1,000-gal tanks)

WEIGHTS: 18,820 lb TRAILER TARE+ 7,250 lb BRINE + 10,000 lb SAND =36,070 lb
TRAILER WEIGHT. However between 10-15% tongue load will be distributed to the truck
making the trailer legal (3,607 lb - 5,410 lb).
Tare 34,203 lb - 3,000 lb slip-in sander + 10,000 lb payload + 36,070 lb = 77,273 lb

Gross Combined

Making Vehicle Weight Legal - Option-3
The third option (Maximum Sand) includes:
•

Removing the Slip-in Sander from the truck chassis

•

Removing the Brine tank from the TowPlow chassis

•

Moving the 8-yd Trailer Sander forward to get more tongue load
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WEIGHTS: 18,820 lb TRAILER TARE+ 24,000 lb sand weight =42,820 lb TRAILER WEIGHT.
For the trailer to be legal, 20% of the trailer weight would have to be transferred to the
tongue (8,564 lb).
Chassis tare 34,203 lb - 3,000 lb slip-in sander - 1,000 lb brine system + 7,000 lb
payload + 42,820 lb =80,023 lb Gross Combined
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APPENDIX B: TOWPLOW2 OPTION-3
WEIGHT CERTIFICATE
The following is a certified weight certificate attained by AHMCT measuring axle group
weights of the Option-3 TowPlow2 fully loaded. The 7.8 cu-yd maximum capacity sand
hopper on the TowPlow trailer was filled and leveled with 2,600 lb/cu-yd asphalt tailings
for this measurement.
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APPENDIX C: TOWPLOW2 OPTION-3
DOE DEFICIENCY MEMORANDUM
Caltrans DoE inspectors conducted a quality control inspection of the TowPlow 2 after
it was modified by the Viking-Cives subsidiary to meet the Caltrans DoE Option-3 design
change. The following Caltrans DoE memorandum of this inspection lists three major
discrepancies as described by DoE, and a fourth item lists a series of DoE quality
inspection deficiencies. This memo was created by Caltrans DoE and is presented here
for reference.
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APPENDIX D: TOWPLOW2 OPTION-3 DOE WEIGHT
MEASUREMENTS
The following are weight measurements made by Caltrans DoE of the TowPlow2 after the DoE designed Option-3
modifications were made by the Viking-Cives subsidiary. All work in this appendix is by Caltrans DoE and is presented here
for reference.
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APPENDIX E: DOE REBUILD OF
TOWPLOW2 OPTION-3
Using the “Division of Equipment Review and Concerns regarding Tow Plow 2” memo
located in Appendix C as a guide. Caltrans DoE internally modified the Option-3
configuration TowPlow2 trailer from a sander to a single brine tank system. The following
is the scope of work performed by DoE to make this modification. All work in this appendix
is by Caltrans DoE and is presented here for reference.
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APPENDIX F: TP2-DOE
MANUFACTURER CONTACT
AHMCT transmitted to the manufacturer Caltrans’ concerns on the acceptability of the
TowPlow for legal operation. Viking-Cives, after follow-up contacts, did not provide a
response to these concerns. The correspondence from AHMCT is provided below for
reference. Attached to the email were two documents, both contained in these
appendices:
•

Appendix C: “Division of Equipment Review and Concerns regarding Tow Plow
2” (which includes Inspection Report #2)

•

Appendix D: “TowPlow2 Option-3 DoE Weight Measurements”
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APPENDIX G: TP2-DOE OPERATOR
SURVEY
AHMCT delivered this survey to Caltrans TowPlow operators and associated personnel
at the Kingvale HMS on April 27, 2017. Responses were to be returned via email. None
have been received.

TowPlow2 Deployment Questionnaire

Query Caltrans maintenance personnel in the Kingvale and Truckee yards
The TowPlow2 trailer (7011126) was originally purchased as a universal sander and
brine unit and was later reconfigured by Caltrans DOE to be a brine-only unit similar to
TowPlow1. The TowPlow2 prime mover truck (7011279) has been upgraded with
increased engine power and controls.
1. Does the TowPlow2 prime mover truck have sufficient power to plow with the
TowPlow up 6% grades loaded with appropriate ballast?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
2. Are the controls on the TowPlow2 unit effective and easy to understand?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
3. Do you think training was adequate to operate the TowPlow2 unit?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
4. Do you believe the additional auxiliary lighting incorporated on TowPlow2 is
sufficient to enable the operator to the view the TowPlow moldboard during night
plowing operations?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
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5. Does the TowPlow2 forward-projected laser pointer improve the operator’s sense
of how far the moldboard is extended? See
image.
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
6. How does the TowPlow2 as configured handle as
a trailer on the highway at operational speed?
o Stable
o Unstable
o No opinion
7. Overall, how do the hazards of operating the TowPlow2 on highways compare
with those of conventional plow trucks?
o
o
o
o

Less
More
Similar
No opinion

8. How would you rate the effectiveness of the TowPlow2 to remove snow from the
highway compared to conventional plow trucks?
o
o
o
o

Better
Less
Similar
No opinion

9. Is the Caltrans DOE modified brine system on the TowPlow2 useful and does it
function as needed?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
10. Do you think incorporating a TowPlow2 as configured has potential to improve
the level of service in highway snow fighting operations?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
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11. Do you think the TowPlow2 as configured has potential to reduce the pack
operational costs during a snow event?
o Yes
o No
o No opinion
12. How often is sand spread on the road during snow plowing operations?
o Frequently
o Half of the time
o Rarely
13. How often is brine sprayed on the road during snow plowing operations?
o Frequently
o Half of the time
o Rarely
14. Should the system log material application rates and location?
o Important
o Do not want
o No opinion
15. Do you have any suggestions which would improve the effectiveness and cost
benefit of operating TowPlow units in Caltrans snow fighting operations?
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX H: THREE-LANE SECTIONS
OF SNOWPLOWING ROUTES
The cost benefit analysis is based on the following snowplowing routes and lists the
two- and three-lane per direction sections of highway which meet the previously listed
qualification assumptions.
District 3 Kingvale East Route:
Interstate 80 - Kingvale HMS to Donner Lake Interchange (20-mile loop)
20-mile loop containing 12.4 miles of 3-lane highway
3-Lane Westbound: Donner Pass Rd. to Boreal = 8 mi
3-Lane Eastbound:
Soda Springs to Donner Pass rest area = 3.4 mi
District 3 Kingvale West Route:
Interstate 80 - Kingvale HMS to Hwy 20 (20-mile loop)
20-mile loop containing 1 mile of 3-lane highway
3-Lane Eastbound:
Kingvale chain area = 1 mi
District 3 Whitmore East Route:
Interstate 80 - Whitmore HMS to Hwy 20 (26-mile loop)
26-mile loop containing 12.5 miles of 3-lane highway
Westbound:
Whitmore chain area = 0.5 miles
Eastbound:
Drum Forebay chain area = 1 miles
Lang Rd. to Yuba Gap = 5 miles
Drum Forebay to Nyack = 6 miles
District 3 Truckee East Route:
Interstate 80 – SR 89 to Donner Lake Interchange (32-mile loop)
32-mile loop containing 4.6 miles of 3-lane highway
Westbound:
Hirschdale chain area = 0.5 miles
Boca Canyon to Overland Trail = 2.5 miles
Eastbound:
Hirschdale to Truckee River Canyon = 1.6 miles
District 3 Truckee West Route:
Interstate 80 – SR 89 to Donner Lake Interchange (14-mile loop)
14-mile loop containing 2.5 miles of 3-lane highway
Westbound:
Central Truckee to Northwoods Rd. = 2 miles
Eastbound:
Truckee to SR 89 = 0.5 miles
District 2 Yreka North Route:
Interstate 5 – Yreka HMS to Oregon state line (40-mile loop
40-mile loop containing 2.5 miles of 3-lane highway
Northbound:
Lemos Rd. to Hilt = 2.5 miles
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District 2 Yreka South Route:
Interstate 5 – Weed to Dunsmuir (40-mile loop)
40-mile loop containing 16.4 miles of 3-lane highway
Northbound:
Siskyou Ave. to South Mt Shasta Blvd. = 6 miles
North Mt. Shasta Blvd. to Black Butte Summit = 2.5 miles
Southbound:
Hwy 97 Weed to Vista Rd. = 2.4 miles
Summit Dr. to Abrams Lake Rd. = 2.0 miles
Dunsmuir Weight Station to Siskyou Ave. = 3.5 miles
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APPENDIX I: DOE TOWPLOW1
MODIFICATIONS
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TowPlow 1 Modifications

Initial transfer to Caltrans:

Trailer:



Removed Hydraulics blocks and hoses installed by AHMCT



Removed wiring and panel installed by AHMCT



Installed rear LED flashing amber LL2



Installed LED side facing flashing amber lights



Installed proximity sensors for GPS system on trailer



Painted travel locks bright red



Installed trucklite halogen 100watt flood on pole at front of trailer



Installed metal fenders and raised for cable/chain clearance

Truck:



Installed Sauer Danfoss Load sensing stack valve bank



Removed gear pump and installed load sensing piston pump



Fabricated and installed larger hydraulic tank/toolbox combo



Replumbed truck hydraulics



o

Converted to return filter

o

Installed suction strainer

o

Installed shuttle valve for load sense

o

Installed larger suction line

o

Converted to ISO32 oil spec for pump

o

Added flush face quick couplers at rear of truck to hook up trailer functions

Installed in cab controls for Brine pump (variable rheostat control) and valves
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Installed “auto retract” mushroom switch to auto stow the trailer



Installed Tow plow joystick controls in center console



Installed Preco 2 channel GPS monitoring system for towplow and truck



Installed Go‐Light movable spot light

2015 modifications

Trailer:



Converted the front hitch to adjustable height pintle hitch to address axle loading



Removed forward brine tank



Added plumbing and swivel for nurse tank



Converted fenders to be removable



Fabricated trailer jack cross member and raised trailer jacks ~ 12”

Truck:



Converted removed brine tank to slip in for truck
o

Fabricated skid, lock system and plumbing
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